GERUND OR FUSED PARTICIPLE?	133
Observe the fused participle within fused participle here;
and read thus: So far from its being inequitable that the state
should relieve, &c.
After these specimens, chosen not as exceptional ones, but
merely as not admitting of simple correction by insertion of
the possessive mark, the reader will perhaps agree that the
long gerund subject—or rather noun phrase of the fused
participle—is a monstrosity, the abolition of which would be
a relief to him, and good discipline for the writer.
Two sentences are added to show the chaotic state of present
practice. Noticing the bold use of the strict gerund in the first,
we conclude that the author is a sound gerundite, faithful in
spite of all temptations; but a few pages later comes the needless
relapse into fused participle.
I remember old Colney's once, in old days, calling that kind of
marriage a sarcophagus.—meredith.
She had thought in her heart that Mr. Barmby espousing the girl
would smoothe a troubled prospect.—meredith,
The following looks like a deliberate avoidance of both con-
structions by a writer who is undecided between the two. Its
being is what should have been written.
I do not say that the advice is not sound, or complain that it is given.
I do deprecate that it should be taken.—Times.
And perhaps a shyness of something's being shown accounts
for the next odd arrangement; it is true that entire recasting is
what is called for.
There being shown to be something radically defective in the manage-
ment of the Bank led to the appointment of a Committee.—H. D.
macleod.
2. When must the subject of the gerund (or infinitive) be
expressed, and when omitted ?
This is not a controversial matter like the last; the principles
are quite simple, and will be accepted; but it is necessary to
state and illustrate them because they are often forgotten. As
the same mistakes are sometimes made with the infinitive, that
is to be considered as included.

